This paper aims to mine the key nodes in the process of knowledge flow from literatures of science and technology journals to technology patents on the community level. Based on the citation of technological patents to literatures of scientific journals and the cooperation among the researchers, this paper builds the knowledge flow network from the angle of spatial dimension. Then employing the extensity centralityNewman and the commonly used degree indexes, this paper excavates and analyses the nodes which occupy important positions among communities in the knowledge flow network. After that, this paper puts forward suggestions on how to make full use of the key nodes' role of bridge to promote knowledge flow from literatures of science and technology journals to technology patents.
Introduction
Knowledge is the core competitive advantage of enterprises and can be used to achieve commercial benefits in a constantly changing global economic environment [1] . As one of the most crucial sources of value creation, knowledge flow plays an irreplaceable role and accordingly, it has received widespread attention [2] [3] [4] . Through effective knowledge flow mechanisms, large quantities of high-quality knowledge will realize their value [5] .
There have been many efforts to characterize the nature of knowledge flow from multiple perspectives of detail, namely: among scientists [6, 7] , among patents [3, 8] , among patents and journals [9] [10] [11] , among journals [12] [13] [14] , among disciplines [15, 16] , among institutions [17] , and among countries [18] [19] [20] , etc. The prior researches provide a comprehensive understanding of the nature of knowledge flow; in particular, enrich the potential utility of analyzing its processes. Due to the comprehensive coverage of information, patent citation is one of the most popular measures of knowledge flows in the information science and technology [6, 21] , management science [2, 19] , and research policy literatures [3, 22] , etc.
Social network can establish connections among researchers and plays a facilitative part in enhancing knowledge flow [14, 23] . Social network analysis is a powerful means to investigate the interactions and patterns of knowledge flows among group members [20] . Identifying the significance of nodes in the network is a classical topic in the field of informetrics [7, 24, 25] . Plenty of indictors are proposed from diverse perspectives to analysis the properties of nodes in the network, such as the directed h-degree [26] , C-index [27] , success-index [28] , Cext-N [7] , I-index [25] , D-index [24] , Basic Research Competitiveness Index [29] , et al. As every researcher in the network has his unique knowledge accumulation, a wealth of knowledge flow among them could promote the progress of scientific research and reinforce research quality [30] .
Community structure is one of the most important properties of social network and in particular the knowledge flow networks [7, 31] : the nodes in networks often cluster into tightly-knit groups with a high density of within-group edges and a lower density of between-group edges [32] . Different communities have diverse characteristics which can complement each other. Because of its significance in social network analysis, lots of scholars in a variety of fields have paid attention to the identification of community structure and numerous classic methods have been developed to obtain optimal solutions, such as GirvanNewman algorithm [32] , VOS Clustering [33] , topic oriented community detection approach [34] , information-theoretic approach for detecting communities [35] , degree-corrected block model [36] , integrating center locating and membership optimization algorithm [37] , and improved algorithm based on the random graph models [38] , et al.
The status of individuals in the scientific community not only has a significant effect on his/her reputation and performance but also influence knowledge flow of the network [39, 40] . Based on the community detection algorithms, some scholars take efforts to establish indicators to examine the nodes' role on knowledge flow. Among these indicators, the index named extensity centrality can measure the distribution of knowledge flow among different communities, and analyze whether the researchers collaborate with others from multiple communities [31] . The idea of a researcher's cooperation extensity perspective contributes to a better understanding of scholarly structures and activities, and can expand cooperation activity measurement of researchers. In computing the strength of collaborative ties among authors in co-authorship network, which is closely related to the extensity centrality, Lv and Feng (2009) chose Salton's measure which employs the information of how many papers each pair of scientists has collaborated [31] . Considering the information used in the measure, Zhang et al. (2014) proposed the extensity centrality-Newman which not only uses the information of how many papers each pair of scientists has collaborated, but also considers how many coauthors they have on each paper [7] . Taking the coauthorship network in the field of management information system as an example, the results indicate that the Newman's measure is more suitable than Salton's measure in computing the extensity centrality [7] .
The previous efforts mining key nodes on the community level have mostly focused on the coauthorship network while few attentions have been paid to the inventor-author knowledge flow network [7, 31] . Because of the great value of knowledge flow between literatures and patents, such as measuring science-technology interactions [41] , promoting technological innovation [42] , calculating science linkage [10] , and analyzing the time delay between scientific research and technology patents [11] , etc, finding the key nodes which serve an important function in the knowledge flow process among different communities has great significance. The objective of this paper is to fill this gap by employing the extensity centrality-Newman to detect the important nodes in the inventor-author knowledge flow network, to better understand these nodes' function in the knowledge flow process as well as to provide suggestions to government for their policy decisions.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In 'Method' section, we introduce the extensity centrality-Newman model. This is followed by 'Data collection' section, which describes the data collection procedure and provides brief descriptive statistics. Afterwards, the 'Results' section conducts two case studies and discusses the results. In 'Conclusion and discussions' section, we illustrate the conclusion and provide some suggestions.
Method
In this paper, the Lambda sets put forward by Borgatti et al. (1990) [43] will be chosen for community detection, since this measure can perfectly depict the cohesiveness and stability of communities [31] . In the calculation of the strength of collaborations between scholars, Salton measure and Newman measure are the most well-known indicators [7] . According to Salton's measure, the more cooperation among scholars, the closer the relationship among them is. The collaboration strength between two scholars is described as follows:
r ij = h ij / √ h i * h j (1) where hij is the number of papers coauthored by scholar i and j; hi and hj are numbers of their separate papers.
In addition, collaborative ties weight inversely according to the number of co-researchers of each paper. To account for this factor, Newman (2001a, b) proposes a new indicator to measure the strength of the collaboration between scholar i and j [44, 45] .
where is 1 if scholar i is a co-researcher of patent/paper k and zero otherwise, and is the number of co-researcher of patent/paper k. The Newman measure is more reasonable than Salton measure as it includes more information during the measurement. Consequently, in our calculation of the strength of collaborative ties between scholars, we will apply Newman's measure.
Inspired by the entropy centrality [46, 47] , scholars proposed the idea of researcher's extensity. Assuming that a knowledge flow network has n researchers and c communities, the sum of a researcher's strength of knowledge flow ties with others in community k is sum k (i) = ∑ w ij j (3) where j is one of researcher i's collaborators in community k. The proportion of researcher i's collaboration with others in community k is
Based on Shannon's measure of information, Tutzauer (2007) [47] proposed the extensity centrality of researcher i as follows:
(5) Formula 5 does not contain the universal case that an author does not belong to any community. Lv and
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Feng (2009) [31] regard those collaborators as a thirdparty group and make the improvement in formula 4 as follows:
) (6) According to formula 6, we can compute researchers' extensity centrality, and the logarithmic base sets 2 in the present study.
Data collection
The dependencies of scientific research and technology patents vary in the diverse technological fields [48] . Among these fields, pharmaceuticals and biosensor are closely related to scientific achievements. Consequently, scientific literature plays an important role in their practical development [48, 49] . There are plenty of patents in these fields, which is essential for researchers to draw a clear picture of the knowledge flow between scientific research and technology patents; therefore, they are ideal fields for this investigation [50] .
All the patent information of this paper comes from the USPTO website (http://patft.uspto.gov/netahtml/ PTO/index.html), which owns rich patent information and has been used by massive previous studies [9, 10, 51] . We precede the data collection process employing a modular keyword searching strategy [10, 52, 53] . The search commands used in this paper are as follows: ((TTL/"Pharmaceuticals" OR ABST/"Pharmaceuticals") AND ISD/20110101->20131231); ((TTL/"biosensor" OR ABST/"biosensor") AND ISD/20110101->20131231). The numbers of patent in the field of pharmaceuticals and biosensor are 423 and 376, respectively. To ensure the follow-up study smoothly, we conducted a thorough cleaning process by deleting the extra information, and only scientific papers retained. After that, the total numbers of cited articles are 8914 and 4378, respectively. Among these articles, the numbers of self-citations by applicant (articles written by applicant) are 358 and 208, respectively. Then we collect the inventors and authors of these patents and citations, unify their names format, and build the inventor-author knowledge flow network.
Results
Employing the Pajek program, we provide the visualization of network of the field of pharmaceutical which scale is 840, as is shown in Figure 1 . After analyzing, 58 components are found in this network and the two largest components are constituted of 107 and 81 points, respectively, occupying 22.38 % of the whole. In addition, there are still many other small components which scales are all less than 50. In order to learn the detail of the number of components, we present table 1 which is shown as follows. Then using Pajek program, we analysis the network composed by inventors and authors in the field of biosensor, as shown as Figure 2 . After component analysis, we find 180 components in total. The scales of the two largest components are 69 and 58, respectively, which occupy 15.96% of the whole network. As for this network, there also exit many relatively small components with the scales all less than 40, occupying 84.04% totally. In order to learn the distribution of the components in the field of biosensor, we present the table 2 which is shown as follows. table 1 and table 2 , we can find out that although the scales of the field of pharmaceutical and biosensor are relatively closer, the numbers of components in these two areas are quite different: in the field of pharmaceutical the components' number is 58 while that of biosensor is 180. The scale of the biggest component in the field of pharmaceutical is 107 which is much larger than that of biosensor which is 69. Relatively speaking, the inventors and authors in the field of pharmaceutical have more connections than that of biosensor. Generally, the social network usually consists of a great many components, and giant component is a universal phenomenon in an academic network. Due to the characteristics of the small network are not obvious and the giant component may signify the core of mainstream research activity [7, 54] , the common procedure is to narrow the analysis to the biggest one [55] . Thus in this paper, we only pay attention to the largest components in these two fields, with the scales of 107 and 69, respectively, which are large enough for our further analysis.
In order to learn the distribution of the largest component in the field of pharmaceutical, using the Pajek and Ucinet program, we illustrate the details of network graph of this component, as is shown in Fig. 3 . Then employing the Pajek and Java program, we observe the value of the extensity centrality-Newman (Cext-N) , also analyze the classical indices of this component, such as degree centrality (CD), betweenness centrality (CB), closeness centrality (CC) and eigenvector centrality (CE). To visually observe the differences in various indices, we arrange the first 20 researchers as the representative with their corresponding number according to the descending order of each index. The results are shown in table 3. In the research process, the Lambda value can be selected according to the actual situation. For example, when the value of lambda is chosen 1, the network composed by the researchers will form one lambda set. If the Lambda value is too small, the degree of differentiation is not high enough; in contrast, if the Lambda value is too large, the network will be too dispersed to analysis. As the largest component of the field of pharmaceutical contains 107 nodes, which is relatively large, here the lambda is chosen 6. Table 3 indicates that the ranking results according to different indices of scholars are also different. The results in table 3 suggest that the extensity centralityNewman is quite different from that of the classical indices. After analyzing, we can find that the nodes numbered 15, 207, 216 appear in almost every indexes, which means no matter from which angle, these researchers are very important in the network. Employing the SPSS program, we calculate correlation of these five indices to comprehensively examine the relationship between them. The correlation coefficient between the index of the extensity centrality-Newman and betweenness centrality is 0.239*, and that between the index of the extensity centrality-Newman and closeness centrality is 0.233*. There is no significant correlation between the extensity centrality-Newman and degree centrality, and between the extensity centrality-Newman and eigenvector centrality. Additionally, the classical indices such as degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality and eigenvector centrality show significant correlation with each other at the 0.01 level, and the correlation coefficient are all above 0.75**, indicating the close relationship between these indices.
To learn the distribution of nodes in the largest component, we present Employing the Pajek and Ucinet program, we illustrate the network diagram of the largest component in the field of biosensor, as is shown in Fig. 4 . Then using the Pajek and Java program, we observe the value of the extensity centrality-Newman (Cext-N) , and analyze the classical indices of component 69, such as degree centrality (CD), betweenness centrality (CB), closeness centrality (CC) and eigenvector centrality (CE). To clearly observe the differences of various indices, we arrange the first 10 inventors and authors with their corresponding number according to the descending order of each index. The results are shown in Table 4 . Here, the lambda is chosen 4. Table 4 indicates that the ranking results according to different indices of scholars are also different. These results suggest that the extensity centrality-Newman is quite different from that of the classical indices. After analyzing, we can find that the nodes numbered 5, 139, 311 appear in almost every indexes, which means no matter from which point of view, these researchers are very important in the network. Employing the SPSS program, we calculate correlation of these five indices to comprehensively examine the relationship between them. The correlation coefficient between the index of the extensity centrality-Newman and closeness centrality is 0.438**, showing significant correlation with each other at the 0.01 level. There is no significant correlation between the extensity centrality-Newman and degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and eigenvector centrality. Additionally, the correlations of the classical indices are as follows: degree centrality and closeness centrality is 0.342**; degree centrality and betweenness centrality is 0.688**; degree centrality and eigenvector centrality is 0.439**; closeness centrality and betweenness centrality is 0.466**; closeness centrality and eigenvector centrality is 0.432**, indicating the close relationship between these indices. In addition, there is no significant correlation between eigenvector centrality and betweenness centrality. Generally speaking, among the classic indices, there is a high correlation between the extensity centrality-Newman and closeness centrality, and no general correlation between the extensity centralityNewman and the other centralities, including degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and eigenvector centrality. This can be explained from the definition of the extensity centrality-Newman and closeness centrality. The closeness centrality is proposed to measure the importance of the node in the network from the perspective of communication, while the extensity centrality-Newman concerns the degree of closeness contact with different subgroups in the network. There is a certain degree of similarity between these two indexes. Accordingly, from the above results we can find that the nodes with high extensity centrality-Newman value tend to have high values of the closeness centrality. Not vice versa. This is because the nodes with high value of betweenness centrality maybe at the core of the network and some shortest paths through it, but this node does not necessarily connect different subgroups, makes the values of the extensity centrality-Newman of these nodes not high enough.
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, based on the citation relationship between technological patents and scientific literatures and the cooperative relationship among researchers, we constructed the inventor-author network and quantitatively investigated the key nodes of the knowledge flow network on community level. Our study makes both empirical and theoretical contributions to the current understanding of key nodes identification. In terms of theoretical contributions, this paper effectively expands the application scope of the extensity centrality-Newman, which focuses on measuring whether a researcher collaborates with others in and out of the community, from co-author network to inventor-author network. In addition, this paper further discusses the relationship between the extensity centralityNewman and the classical indexes, such as degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality and eigenvector centrality.
In terms of empirical contribution, mining key nodes in knowledge flow network on community level have important values in scientific research. Firstly, as the key inventors/authors in the network have a good professional knowledge reserve in the field, the patent office can employ them as consultants to participate in the process of patent examination. With the help of these researchers, the patent office can confirm the actual value of the patent application and the rationality of their rights in less time, thus to speed up the process of patent examination. Secondly, the excavation of the key nodes can help the researchers more targeted in finding collaborators, which is meaningful for accelerating the knowledge flow process and promote the invention of technology. Thirdly, the extensity centrality-Newman can be used as one of the indexes for evaluating the comprehensive ability of researchers. The extensity centrality-Newman serves as an effective complement to existing indexes, and the researcher with high extensity centrality-Newman can effectively integrate the resources of different researchers, promote the knowledge flow, improve resource utilization, and increase researchers' output. 
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